
First Passage Time Analysis ofStohasti Proess AlgebraUsing Partial OrdersTheo C. Ruys1, Rom Langerak1, Joost-Pieter Katoen1,Diego Latella2, and Mieke Massink21 University of Twente, Department of Computer Siene.PO Box 217, 7500 AE Enshede, The Netherlands.fruys,langerak,katoeng�s.utwente.nl2 Consiglio Nazionale delle Rierhe, Istituto CNUCE.Via Al�eri 1, S. Cataldo, Pisa, Italy.fd.latella,m.massinkg�nue.nr.itAbstrat This paper proposes a partial-order semantis for a stohas-ti proess algebra that supports general (non-memoryless) distributionsand ombines this with an approah to numerially analyse the �rst pas-sage time of an event. Based on an adaptation of MMillan's omplete�nite pre�x approah tailored to event strutures and proess algebra,�nite representations are obtained for reursive proesses. The behaviourbetween two events is now aptured by a partial order that is mappedon a stohasti task graph, a struture amenable to numerial analysis.Our approah is supported by the (new) tool Forest for generating theomplete pre�x and the (existing) tool Pepp for analysing the generatedtask graph. As a ase study, the delay of the �rst resolution in the rootontention phase of the IEEE 1394 serial bus protool is analysed.1 IntrodutionIn the lassial view of system design, two main ativities are distinguished:performane evaluation and validation of orretness. Performane evaluationstudies the performane of the system in terms like aess time, waiting timeand throughput, whereas validation onentrates on the funtional behaviour ofthe system in terms of e.g. safety and liveness properties. With the advent ofembedded and multi-media ommuniation systems, however, insight in both thefuntional and the real-time and performane aspets of appliations involvedbeomes of ritial importane. The seperation of these issues does not makesense anymore.As a result, performane aspets have been integrated in various spei�ationformalisms. A prominent example is stohasti proess algebra in whih featureslike ompositionality and abstration are exploited to failitate the modularspei�ation of performane models. Most of these formalisms, however, restritdelays to be governed by negative exponential distributions. The interleaving1



semantis typially results in a mapping onto ontinuous-time Markov hains(CTMC) [1,13,19℄, a model for whih various eÆient evaluation algorithms existto determine (transient and stationary) state-based measures. Although thisapproah has brought various interesting results, tools, and ase studies, thestate spae explosion problem { in interleaving semantis parallelism leads tothe produt of the omponent state spaes { is a serious drawbak. Besides that,the restrition to exponential distributions is often not realisti for adequatelymodelling phenomena suh as traÆ soures or sizes of data �les stored on web-servers that exhibit bursty heavy-tail distributions.This paper proposes a partial-order semantis for a stohasti proess alge-bra with general (ontinuous) distributions and ombines this with tehniquesto ompute the mean delay between a pair of events. The semantis is basedon event strutures [28℄, a well-studied partial-order model for proess algebras.These models are less a�eted by the state spae explosion problem as parallelismleads to the sum of the omponents state spaes rather than to their produt.Moreover, these models are amenable to extensions with stohasti informa-tion [4℄. A typial problem with event strutures though is that reursion leadsto in�nite strutures, whereas for performane analysis �nite representations areusually of vital importane1. To overome this problem we use MMillan's om-plete �nite pre�x approah [26℄. This tehnique, originally developed for 1-safePetri nets and reently adapted to proess algebra [24℄, onstruts an initial partof the in�nite semanti objet that ontains all information on reahable statesand transitions.In our stohasti proess algebra the advane of (probabilisti) time and theourrene of ations is separated. This separation of disrete and ontinuousphases is similar to that in many timed proess algebras and has been reentlyproposed in the stohasti setting [16,17℄. Most reent proposals for inorporat-ing general distributions into proess algebra follow this approah [3,6℄. As aresult of this separation, interation gets an intuitive meaning { \wait for theslowest proess" { with a lear stohasti interpretation. Moreover, abstrationof ations beomes possible. We will show that due to this separation the om-plete �nite pre�x approah for proess algebra [24℄ an be easily exploited. Weuse the prototype tool Forest to automatially generate a omplete �nite pre�xfrom a (stohasti) proess algebrai spei�ation.From the �nite pre�xes we generate so-alled stohasti task graphs, aylidireted graphs where nodes represent tasks of whih the delay is represented bya random variable and ars denote ausal dependenies between tasks. EÆientnumerial analysis tehniques exist for task graphs, and have been implemented.For series-parallel graphs numerial results are exat and algorithms exist toompute the distribution of the delay between a start and �nish task. For ar-bitrary graphs various approximate tehniques exist to ompute (rather exat)bounds on the mean delay [21℄. We use the Pepp tool suite [8,15℄ to analyse thetask graphs generated from the omplete pre�xes.1 Apart from disrete-event simulation tehniques and analysis tehniques for regularstrutures (suh as birth-death proesses), that we do not onsider here.



Most attempts to inorporate general distributions in proess algebra aimat disrete-event simulation tehniques [3,6,14℄. To the best of our knowledge,this paper presents the �rst approah to analyse stohasti proess algebraispei�ations that may ontain general distributions in a numerial manner.The appliability of our approah is illustrated by analysing the root on-tention phase within the IEEE 1394 serial bus protool [20℄. In partiular, weanalyse the distribution of the delay between the detetion of a root ontentionand its �rst resolution.The paper is organised as follows. In Set. 2 we present a stohasti proessalgebra with general distributions. In Set. 3 we show how to obtain annotatedpartial orders using the Forest tool for �nite pre�xes. In Set. 4 we disuss howthese partial orders an be seen as task graphs that an be analysed with thetool Pepp. In Set. 5 we show how to ombine Forest and Pepp in order toperform a mean delay analysis of events after a spei� state. Set. 6 ontainsan appliation to the IEEE 1394 protool, and Set. 7 is devoted to onlusionsand further work. An extended version of this paper an be found in [31℄.2 A stohasti proess algebra with general distributionsLet At be a set of ations, a 2 At , A � At , and F , G be general ontinuousprobability distributions. The distintion between observable and invisible a-tions plays no role in this paper. The stohasti proess algebra used here is asimple proess algebra that ontains two types of pre�x proesses: proess a;B(ation pre�x ) that is able to immediately o�er ation a while evolving into B,and hF i;B (timed pre�x ) that evolves into proess B after a delay governed bythe ontinuous distribution F . That is, the probability that hF i;B evolves intoB before t time units is F (t). In the sequel suh ations are alled delay ations.The syntax of our language is given by the following grammar:B ::= stop j a;B j hF i;B j B +B j B jjA B j PThe ination proess stop annot do anything. The hoie between B1 and B2is denoted by B1 +B2. Parallel omposition is denoted by B1 jjA B2 where A isthe set of synhronizing ations; B1 jj? B2 is abbreviated to B1 jjj B2. Proessesannot synhronise on delay ations. The semantis of the parallel operator jjAfollows the semantis of the parallel operator of LOTOS [2℄ and thus allowsfor multi-way synhronisation. Finally, P denotes proess instantiation where abehaviour expression is assumed to be in the ontext of a set of proess de�nitionsof the form P := B with B possibly ontaining proess instantiations of P. Inthis paper, we assume that a proess algebra expression has a �nite number ofreahable states.A few words on B1 + B2 are in order. B1 + B2 behaves either as B1 or B2,but not as both. At exeution the fastest proess, i.e., the proess that is enabled�rst, is seleted. This is known as the rae ondition. If this fastest proess is notuniquely determined, a non-deterministi seletion among the fastest proessesis made.



Example 1. In the rest of this paper we use the following stohasti proessalgebra expression as a running example:Bex := (a; hGi; d; stop jja;d a; hF1i; ; hF2i; d; stop) jj b; ; stop3 Partial orders, �nite pre�xes and ForestIn [25,26℄, MMillan presents an algorithm that, for a given 1-safe Petri net, on-struts an initial part of its ourrene net alled unfolding or maximal branhingproess [9,28℄. The so-alled omplete �nite pre�x of the ourrene net ontainsall information on reahable states and transitions. An important optimisationof the algorithm has been de�ned in [11℄. This omplete �nite pre�x an be usedas the basis for model heking [10,34℄.In [24℄, Langerak and Brinksma adopt the omplete �nite pre�x approahfor proess algebra for a model similar to ourrene nets alled ondition eventstrutures. In doing so, they have given an event struture semantis to proessalgebra. In this setion, we briey reall some de�nitions of [11℄ and [24℄ that areneeded for the remainder of this paper. We show how to obtain partial ordersfrom loal on�gurations. Finally, we introdue Forest, a prototype tool whihis based on the results of [24℄.Conditions and Events. A proess algebra expression an be deomposedinto so-alled onditions, whih are ation pre�x expressions together with in-formation about the synhronisation ontext [29℄. A ondition C is de�ned byC ::= stop j a;B j hF i;B j C jjA j jjACwhere B is a proess algebra expression. Intuitively, a ondition of the formC jjA means that C is the left operand of a parallel operator with ation setA. Similarly, a ondition of the form jjA C means that C is the right operandof a parallel operator with ation set C. For the onstrution of the omplete�nite pre�x, the distintion between ation pre�x onditions and time pre�xonditions plays no role; in the sequel both pre�x onditions will be representedby the expression a;B.A ondition event struture is a 4-tuple (C ; E ; ./;�) with C a set of onditions,E = Eat [ Edelay a set of events, ./ � C � C , the hoie relation (symmetriand irreexive), and � � (C � E) [ (E � C ) the ow relation. The set Eatis the set of ation events and Edelay is the set of delay events. Let E be aset of events, then the funtion delay(E) returns the delay events of E, i.e.delay(E) = fe 2 E j e 2 Edelayg. Condition event strutures are losely relatedto Petri nets; the onditions orrespond to plaes whereas the events orrespondto transitions. In [24℄, ations and proess instantiations are labelled with uniqueindies. These indies are used to reate unique event identi�ers. Furthermore,these indies are used to eÆiently ompute the �nite pre�x. For this paper,these indies and identi�ers are not important, and therefore omitted.



States. A state is a tuple (S; R) with S � C a set of onditions, and R � S � S,an irreexive and symmetri relation between onditions alled the hoie rela-tion: R � ./. A state (S; R) orresponds to a `global state' of the system; foreah proess in the system it stores the possible next ondition(s). In fat, astate an always be represented by a proess algebra expression. Conditions andtheir hoie relations an be obtained by deomposing a proess algebra expres-sion. The deomposition funtion de, whih maps a proess algebra expressionB onto a state, is reursively de�ned by de(B) = (S(B); R(B)) withde(stop) = (fstopg; ?)de(a;B) = (fa;Bg; ?)de(B1 jjA B2) = (S(B1) jjA [ jjAS(B2); R(B1) jjA [ jjAR(B2))de(B1 +B2) = (S(B1) [ S(B2); R(B1) [R(B2) [ (S(B1)� S(B2)))de(P) = de(B) if P := BIn [24℄ it is shown how this deomposition funtion an be used to onstrut aderivation system for ondition event transitions (i.e. the � relation).Con�gurations. Let (C ; E ; ./;�) be a ondition event struture. We adoptsome Petri net terminology: a marking is a set of onditions. A node is eithera ondition or an event. The preset of a node n, denoted by �n, is de�ned by�n = fm 2 C [ E j m � ng, and the postset n� by n� = fm 2 C [ E j n � mg.The initial marking M0 is de�ned by M0 = f 2 C j � = ?g. An event e isenabled in a marking M if �e � M . Let M be a marking, then we de�ne thefuntion enabled (M) as follows: enabled (M) = fe 2 E j �e �Mg.The transitive and reexive losure of the ow relation � is denoted by �.The onit relation on nodes, denoted by #, is de�ned as follows: let n1 andn2 be two di�erent nodes, then n1 # n2 i� there are two distint nodes m1and m2, suh that m1 � n1 and m2 � n2, with either (i) m1 and m2 are twoonditions in the hoie relation, i.e. m1 ./ m2, or (ii) m1 and m2 are two eventswith �m1\�m2 6= ?. Two nodes n1 and n2 are said to be independent, notationn1 � n2, i� :(n1 � n2) ^ :(n2 � n1) ^ :(n1 ./ n2).Let  be a ondition, then we de�ne ./() to be the set of onditions in hoiewith , i.e. ./() = f0 2 C j  ./ 0g. Similarly for a set of onditions C: ./(C) =f0 2 C j 9 2 C :  ./ 0g. For an event e 2 E , and M and M 0 markings, thereis an event transition M e�!M 0 i� �e � M and M 0 = (M [ e�) n (�e [ ./ (�e)).An event sequene is a sequene of events e1 : : : en suh that there are markingsM1; : : : ; Mn with M0 e1��!M1�! : : : en��!Mn.We all Eonf = fe1; : : : ; eng a on�guration of the ondition event stru-ture. A on�guration Eonf must be onit-free and bakward losed with re-spet to the � relation. For an event e 2 E , the loal on�guration [e℄ is de�nedby [e℄ = fe0 2 E j e0 � eg. The ausal ordering � restrited to E � E indues apartial order over a loal on�guration [e℄ (see [22,28,30℄).A ut is a marking M whih is maximal w.r.t. set inlusion and suh thatfor eah pair of di�erent onditions  and 0 in M the following holds:  � 0 or ./ 0. It an be shown [24℄ that eah on�guration orresponds to a ut whih



an be uniquely assoiated to a state. The state orresponding to the ut of aon�guration Eonf is denoted by State(Eonf ).Unfolding. In [24℄, Langerak and Brinksma present an algorithm to unfold aproess algebra expression B into a ondition event struture Unf (B). The rep-resentation Unf (B) may be in�nite for reursive proesses. In order to overomethis problem they adopted MMillan's approah to ompute the so-alled om-plete �nite pre�x of a Petri net unfolding to the setting of ondition event stru-tures. The �nite pre�x algorithm is based on a partial order relation <, alledan adequate order. This relation is de�ned on �nite on�gurations of Unf (B).This adequate order < is used to identify so-alled ut-o� events whih do notintrodue new global states. An event e is a ut-o� event if Unf (B) ontains aloal on�guration [e0℄ suh that (i) State([e℄) = State([e0℄) and (ii) [e0℄ < [e℄.So, a ut-o� event is an event of whih the marking orresponds to a global statewhih has already been identi�ed `earlier' in the unfolding. Coneptually a �nitepre�x is obtained by taking an unfolding Unf (B) and utting away all suessornodes of ut-o� events. It is lear that the �nite pre�x depends on the ade-quate order < used to ompare on�gurations. Furthermore, the omplete �nitepre�x approah only works for �nite state proesses, i.e. proesses with a �nitenumber of reahable states. In this paper we adopt the adequate order of [24℄.The omplete �nite pre�x orresponding with this adequate order is denoted byFP(B).Example 2. Fig. 1 shows the ondition event struture of the unfolding Unf (Bex)of the proess algebra expressionBex. As the proess algebra expressionBex doesnot ontain proess reursion, the unfolding Unf (Bex) is already �nite by itself.Conditions are represented by irles and events are depited by squares. Theinitial markingM0 is represented by the three onditions at the top of Fig. 1. Theloal on�guration of event  is [℄ = fa; hF1i; b; g. The state of on�guration[℄ is formally represented by State([℄) = (fhGi; d; stop jja;djj; jja;d hF2i; d; stopjj;jj stopg; ?). The proess algebra expression orresponding with State([℄) is(hGi; d; stop jja;d hF2i; d; stop) jj stop. The loal on�guration of event d is [d℄ =fa; b; hGi; hF1i; ; hF2i; dg. The state of on�guration [d℄ is represented by thethree leaf onditions. The partial order of the events within [d℄ is indued bythe ow relation � whih is depited by the arrows between the onditions andevents.FOREST. Forest2[31℄ is a prototype tool that is based on the unfolding and�nite pre�x algorithms of [24℄. Given a proess algebra expressionB (with a �nitenumber of reahable states), Forest omputes the orresponding omplete �nitepre�x FP(B) as a ondition event struture. The tool allows to use MMillan'soriginal adequate ordering or the adequate ordering de�ned in [24℄. Forest isused as a prototype tool to experiment with several aspets of the unfoldingalgorithm, like alternative adequate orderings, independene algorithms, ut-o�2 Forest stands for \a tool for event strutures".
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Figure 1. Condition event struture of the unfolding Unf (Bex).riteria, et. For these experimental purposes, Forest an either export the�nite pre�x FP(B) to a textual representation or to a format suitable as inputfor graph drawing tools like vg [32℄ or dot [12℄. Future additions to Forest willinlude an interative visual simulator and a model heking module. Foresthas been implemented in C++ (4000 lines of ode) and the development tookroughly eight man months.This setion has only briey addressed the onstrution of the omplete �nitepre�x FP (B) of a proess algebra expression B. For the remainder of this paper,the most important aspet of the unfolding algorithm is that the onstrution ofthe ondition event struture indues a partial order on the events of a (loal)on�guration. Forest an be used to ompute suh partial orders.4 Task graph analysis and PeppThe tool Pepp3 has been developed at the University of Erlangen [8,15℄ inthe early nineties of the previous entury. The tool has a broad funtional-ity, amongst whih program instrumentation, monitoring (using the hardware3 Pepp stands for \Performane Evaluation of Parallel Programs".
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root1Figure 2. Task graphs of (a) the loal on�guration of event d of the running exampleBex and (b) the loal on�guration of event root1 of the root ontention protool(disussed in Set. 6).monitor ZM4) and trae analysis. In this paper, we only use the following fun-tionality of Pepp: (i) the reation of task graphs and (ii) the automati analysisof task graphs.Task graphs onsist of nodes onneted by direted edges. Nodes, whih rep-resent tasks to be exeuted, an be of several types (e.g. hierarhial, yli andparallel nodes) but here we will only use so-alled elementary nodes that modelativities taking a ertain amount of time, i.e. delay ations. The time that anativity or task takes is governed by a ontinuous distribution funtion. Thedependeny between tasks is modelled by the direted edges between the nodes.Pepp supports several built-in distribution funtions, like deterministi, ex-ponential, approximate, and mixed Erlang distributions, the parameters of whihan be hosen by the user. It is also possible to use general distributions in anumerial form, that an either be reated by the user or by the additional toolCapp4 [27℄. A numerial representation of a distribution is given by a text �leontaining the o�set of the density funtion, the step size and the density valuesfor eah step. Capp also allows the graphial representation of distribution anddensity funtions. Nodes an be reated interatively by the user via a graphialinterfae. Nodes an be onneted by edges representing ausal dependenies.These dependenies are required to be ayli and the resulting graph is alleda task graph. In fat a task graph an be seen as a partial ordering of nodes.Example 3. Suppose we are interested in the running time of event d of Bex,starting from the initial state. If we only onsider the delay ations and theausal dependenies of Unf (Bex) of Fig. 1, we obtain the task graph of Fig. 2 (a).Analysis of task graphs. After a task graph has been input to Pepp, therun time distribution of the model an be analysed in several ways. The mostattrative mode of analysis is via SPASS5. In order to analyse a task graph4 Capp stands for \Calulation and Presentation Pakage".5 SPASS stands for \Series Parallel Struture Solver".



using SPASS it has to be in series-parallel reduible form. This means it an beredued to a single node by suessively applying two redution steps:{ Series redution: in this redution step a sequene of nodes is redued to asingle node.{ Parallel redution: in this redution step several parallel nodes with the samepredeessors and suessors are redued to a single node.SPASS analysis is an exat type of analysis; the SPASS redutions preserve theperformane analysis aspets. A series-parallel task graph is redued by SPASSto a single node with a distribution that represents the �rst passage time of theomplete task graph. This distribution funtion is alulated in a numerial wayand an be visualised (together with its orresponding density funtion) usingCapp.If a task graph is not series-parallel reduible it an be analysed using sev-eral well-known approximate (bounding) methods [15,21℄. The basi idea behindthese approximations is that nodes are added or deleted until the task graph be-omes series-parallel reduible. This leads to upper and lower bounds of the �rstpassage time of the task graph. Pepp o�ers several of these bounding tehniques.It is also possible to approximate the analysis by transforming the task graphinto an interleaving transition system, and approximating the distributions bydeterministi and exponential distributions. This approximation su�ers heavilyfrom state spae explosion problems and does not exploit the advantages of thepartial order properties; for these reasons this analysis method has not been usedin this paper.Pepp is a powerful analysis tool for stohasti task graphs. For simple ex-amples these task graphs an easily be reated in a manual way. For realistisystem designs, though, developing task graphs in a diret way beomes more andmore umbersome and error prone. An e�etive solution to this problem, as �rstreognised by Herzog in [18℄, is to automatially generate task graphs in a om-positional manner from a stohasti proess algebra spei�ation. While [18℄ re-veals some problems in using task graphs as a semanti model for (non-reursive)stohasti proess algebras, our approah { that is aimed at reursive proesses {is to generate task graphs from a �nite event struture semantis.5 First Passage Time AnalysisIn Set. 3, we disussed how a partial order of events of a loal on�guration [e℄an be obtained from a �nite pre�x FP(B) of an unfolding. In this setion wedisuss how the partial orders generated by Forest an be used for �rst passagetime analysis with Pepp.Algorithm 1 onstruts a task graph of the loal on�guration of an evente starting from the initial state of a proess algebra expression. With Pepp wean ompute the �rst passage time of event e to our (starting from the initialstate). If the partial order of [e℄ happens to be series-parallel reduible, Peppwill even ompute the distribution funtion of the runtime.



Algorithm 1. Construt the task graph for [e℄ starting from the initial state of B.1. Speify the target event e within the proess algebra expression B.2. Use Forest to ompute the �nite pre�x FP(B) until event e has ourred or theomplete �nite pre�x has been generated. If the pre�x does not ontain e (whihmeans that e is not reahable), then stop; apparently the problem was not well-de�ned.3. Consider the loal on�guration [e℄; together with the ausal ordering � this in-dues a partial order P .4. Projet P onto the delay events. This yields a task graph that an be used as inputto Pepp.But the analysis is not restrited to starting from the initial state. We analso supply a set of independent events fe1; : : : ; eng as a starting point, andask for the passage time for an event e to our after these events. There ishowever a onstraint involved here: if after the events fe1; : : : ; eng a delay a-tion is enabled, then this delay ation has to be ausally dependent on at leastone event in fe1; : : : ; eng. In other words, the following should hold: 8een 2enabled (State([e1℄ [ : : : [ [en℄)) : een 2 Edelay ) 9ei 2 fe1; : : : ; eng : ei � een.Otherwise there is no way to determine when suh a delay event een may havestarted. Algorithm 2 shows how to apply Pepp when the start state is deter-mined by a set of independent events within the �nite pre�x FP(B). Of ourse,the target event e has to be ausally dependent on the events in fe1; : : : ; eng.If this is not the ase, Algorithm 1 { started in step 5 of Algorithm 2 { willunsuessfully terminate in step 2.Note that the partial orders obtained by both algorithms are only useful forPepp if the on�guration between the initial event(s) and the target event eontains at least one delay event.Example 4. Consider Fig. 1 whih orresponds to the ondition event strutureof Unf (Bex). Suppose we are interested in the runtime of event d. The sets fagand fa; bg an both be used as input for Algorithm 2; in fat, for this examplethey will all yield the task graph of Fig. 2 (a). The singleton set fbg an alsobe used as a starting point for Algorithm 2, as the delay events hGi and hF1iare not enabled in State([b℄); only the event a is enabled in State([b℄). Again,the task graph of Fig. 2 (a) will be omputed. The singleton set fg, however,annot be used as a valid input for Algorithm 2 as the delay event hGi, whih isenabled in State([℄), does not depend on event . The set fa; g annot be usedas input for Algorithm 2 either, beause the events a and  are not independent:a � .6 The root ontention phase in IEEE 1394This setion disusses a small ase study where we applied our approah to om-pute the mean passage time of the �rst resolution of the root ontention phase



Algorithm 2. Construt the task graph for [e℄ starting from fe1; : : : ; eng.1. Speify the target event e within the proess algebra expression B.2. Use Forest to ompute the �nite pre�x FP(B) until the events fe1; : : : ; eng haveall ourred or the omplete �nite pre�x has been generated. If FP(B) does notontain all events of fe1; : : : ; eng, then stop; apparently the problem was not well-de�ned.3. If there are onits among the events in fe1; : : : ; eng then stop, as apparently theproblem is not well-de�ned; otherwise ontinue.4. Calulate S = State([e1℄ [ : : : [ [en℄).5. Chek if all enabled delay ations whih ausally depend on S are dependent onat least one event from fe1; : : : ; eng. If not, stop; apparently the problem is notwell-de�ned. Otherwise, apply Algorithm 1 with S as initial state and ompute thepartial order of the loal on�guration of target event e.of the IEEE 1394 protool [20℄. Due to spae limitations only the Forest andPepp models of the root ontention phase are disussed here. A more thoroughdisussion an be found in [31℄.FOREST. Fig. 3 presents the spei�ation of the root ontention protool inour proess algebra. The model itself is based on [33℄. The two Nodei proessesare onneted to eah other by two Wirei proesses, that represent the ommu-niation lines between the omponents. Eah Nodei proess has a Buf i proesswhih an hold a single message from the other Node(1�i). New messages fromNode(1�i) will simply overwrite older messages. Both nodes start (via Proi) towait gi(t) units of time. If after waiting, the bu�er is still empty (i.e. hek empi),the node will sent a send req i to its partner and will subsequently wait for anaknowledgement. If this aknowledgement (i.e. hek ak i) arrives, Nodei willdelare itself a hild using ation hild i. On the other hand, if after waiting gi(t)units of time, Nodei reeives a hek req i ation, it delares itself to be the leaderusing ation root i. The delay of the ommuniation line is modelled by the delayation hFii.The basi idea behind the protool is that if the waiting times gi(t) of the twonodes are di�erent, the `slowest' node will beome root. Sine with probabilityone the outomes of the waiting times gi(t) will eventually be di�erent, the rootontention protool will terminate with probability one [33℄.Apart from the performane analysis of the protool that we report on in thispaper, the spei�ation of Fig. 3 may readily be used for a funtional analysisof the protool. The ondition event struture generated by Forest for thisproess algebrai expression ontains 57 events (of whih 8 are ut o�-events)and 210 onditions.To illustrate both algorithms of Set. 5 we have identi�ed a start state inthe proess algebra expression of Fig. 3 (i.e. orresponding with the eventsfe1; : : : ; eng) from whih we want to ompute the �rst passage time to anotherstate (i.e. target event e). The start state is de�ned by the �rst ourrene of thefollowing ations: send req0, rev req0, send req1 and rev req1. That is, just be-



The root ontention protool is modelled by the following stohasti proess algebraexpression: (Node0 jjj Node1) jjGlob (Wire0 jjj Wire1)with the following (proess) de�nitions (i 2 f0; 1g) :Nodei := (Proi jjLo Bufi)Proi := hGii; (hek empi; SndReqi + hek req i; SndAki)SndAki := send ak i; root i; stopSndReqi := send req i; (hek req i; Proi + hek ak i; hild i; stop)Bufi := hek empi; Bufi + rev req i; BufReqi + rev ak i; BufAkiBufReqi := hek req i; Bufi + rev req i; BufReqi + rev ak i; BufAkiBufAki := hek ak i; Bufi + rev req i; BufReqi + rev ak i; BufAkiWirei := send req i; WireReqi + send ak i; WireAkiWireReqi := hFii; rev req (1�i); Wirei +WireiWireAki := hFii; rev ak (1�i); Wirei +WireiGlob == fsend req0; send req1; send ak0; send ak 1;rev req0; rev req1; rev ak 0; rev ak1gLo == fhek empi; hek req i; hek ak igFigure 3. Proess algebra expression of the root ontention protool.fore both the hek req0 and hek req1 ations are about to happen. In the rootontention protool, this orresponds to the situation in whih both proessesare about to reeive the parent request of their ontender, whih will initiate anew ontention resolution phase. In the graph representation of the orrespond-ing ondition event struture, this set of starting events an easily be identi�ed,due to the ow relation � and the indued ausal order �. The omplete FP(B)is omitted due to its size, though.From these four events, we are interested in the delay until the �rst ourreneof the event orresponding with ation root1, that is, the �rst resolution afterthe ontention, whih delares Node1 to be the root. Fig. 4 shows the partialorder of the events leading to this root1 event. It is generated using the graphdrawing tool dot [12℄. Note that the events hek req0 and hek req1 are indeedthe �rst events that an our. Within Forest, distribution events all have adel pre�x.PEPP. For the runtime analysis with Pepp6, only the delay events of thepartial order are of interest. Fig. 2 (b) shows the task graph as used by Peppontaining only the delay events and the elementary start and end events; it isthe projetion of Fig. 4 on the delay events. For the events hG0i and hG1i wehave used the same uniform distribution funtion G(t), that is used in [5℄ for thetransient analysis (via simulation) of the root ontention protool. A graphialrepresentation of the distribution funtion G(t) is given in Fig. 5. The unit of6 For our experiments we used version 3.3 of Pepp (released in July 1993) [7℄.
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Figure 4. Partial order of the events leading to the root1 event.the Figures 5 and 6 is 1100 �se as Pepp requires �xed step-size. The parametersD, N and I are parameters of the density funtion g(t) whih is de�ned as tupleg = (D;N; g0; : : : ; gI), where D is the displaement between 0 and g0 and N isthe order of the distribution [15℄. For the delay event hF0i we used an uniformdistribution funtion F (t) between 2198 and 3198 , assuming that the transmissionspeed of the lines is 198m=�se.We used Pepp to analyse the task graph orresponding with the loal on�g-uration of the root1 event. Fig. 6 shows a graphial representation of the densityfuntion of the �rst passage time together with the average time (0:51 �se) ofthe partial order leading to root1. Note that the results obtained only relate tothe time of the root ontention when ontention is resolved on the �rst attemptof the protool. It does not provide information on the transient behaviour ofthe protool.7 ConlusionsIn this paper we disussed a partial-order semantis for a stohasti proess al-gebra that supports general (non-memoryless) distributions and ombined thiswith an approah to numerially analyse the mean delay between two events.Based on an adaption of MMillan's omplete �nite pre�x approah tailoredto event strutures and proess algebra, we used Forest to obtain �nite rep-resentations for reursive proesses. The behaviour between two events is nowaptured by a partial order of events that an be mapped on a stohasti taskgraph. We used Pepp for numerial analysis of suh task graphs.The paper presents a novel appliation of MMillan's �nite pre�x algorithm.Furthermore, the work an be seen as a suessor of [4℄ in the sense that it shows



Figure 5. Distribution funtion G(t). Figure 6. Density funtion of the run-time of the on�guration leading to theroot 1 event.the pratial feasibility of the use of event struture semantis for stohastianalysis.A lear advantage of our approah is that we are able to reason about both thefuntional and non-funtional aspets of systems using the same model and nota-tion. Furthermore, as our approah uses general distributions, hene, it an stillbe used when approximations through exponential distributions are no longerrealisti.We foresee three di�erent uses of our approah for performane modelling.First, it is possible that the �rst passage time between two events is simply whatone is interested in, and then our approah yields the answer. Seondly, ourapproah might play an auxiliary role in establishing the right parameters forperformane models of other types that an then be further analysed. Thirdly,our approah might be the �rst step in a more evolved numerial alulationexploiting more features of Pepp.In the urrent setting we are able to ompute the �rst passage time of a singleevent. Our next step will be to try to adopt our approah to the ombined run-times of oniting events and repetitive events. In [23℄, Langerak has shown howto derive a graph rewriting system from the omplete �nite pre�x of a onditionevent struture. We are urrently studying the use of a graph rewriting systemas the basis for transient analysis with Pepp, using its more advaned nodetypes like yli nodes, hierarhial nodes and probabilisti hoie. This wouldmake it possible to ompare our work with disrete-event simulation approaheslike [5,6℄. Furthermore, we are urrently working on an (user) interfae tointegrate Forest and Pepp.Aknowledgements Thanks to Markus Siegle from the University of Erlangen forkindly giving us permission to use the Pepp tool, and thanks to Holger Hermanns forsupport, disussions and valuable help in unravelling Capp representations. We wouldlike to thank Boudewijn Haverkort for his helpful suggestions to improve both theontents and readability of the paper.
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